
Kerala, a state on India’s tropical Malabar Coast, is majorly known for its palm-lined beaches and backwa-
ters- a network of canals, mountains whose slopes support tea, coffee and spice plantations as well as 
wildlife. It was During my travel to Kerela- God’s own country, as they say, when these 3 dimensions, hap-
pened to transfix me with the place; 

1. Nature’s Beauty 

2. Modest houses 

3. Temple complexes

Having explored various temples of North, west and South of India, the ones that have fascinated me the 
most are ‘The temples of kerela’. Whilst most other temples tried to portray the grandeur, wealth and 
powers prevailing at that point of time; my dialogues with kerela-Temples have been quiet variant. When 
juxtaposed to the magnificence of dravidian, Vasara and Nagara style, it is the Utmost Simplicity that 
becomes spectacularly conspicuous.

Their distinctiveness lies in there Simplicity, inherent modesty, a strong uphold to the socio-cultural way of 
life of people and the brilliant integration of Nature and mother earth with the temple complexes.





The structures are just simplistically functional and purely programmatic. These complexes are well-woven 
with mother nature. The idiosyncrasies of the landscape that envelopes temple complexes are unmatched. 
The unmatched synergy of the inside-outside brings out the Balance that becomes extensively conspicuous; 
they interact, they talk, they chirp, they co-exist..
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 A basic, strong and simple material palatte refrains 
it from getting into the lines of ‘that’ extravagant 
architecture. Low profile, the humble sections, 
pointed pitched roofs, yet the serenity is par 
excellence.

They invoke admiration without any architectural ostentation, where the complex hugs the earth and 
meekly rising to the space; thus rendering rhythms between the complex, air, space and light.
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